Appendix B

Selected Bibliography for Further Reading

This bibliography provides a list of resources for further reading and review. The citations include information on Web accessibility practices, discussion of usability guidelines and research on assistive and adaptive technologies. This bibliography is not inclusive, but rather a work in progress. Please contact Mary Hricko at mhricko@kent.edu to add additional citations and informational resources to this list.

Books


Government Documents
The following Web-based government documents were all retrieved on March 31, 2002. This information is not listed in each citation.


**Articles**


Association of College and Research Libraries. Distance Learning Section.


**Web Publications**


Coonin, B. (2001). Enabling scientists: Serving sci-tech library users with disabili-

Craven, J. (2000). Electronic access for all: Awareness in creating accessible web
sites for the university library. Disability and Information Systems in Higher
article.asp?id=34.

Defense Research Establishment. TelWeb: A Multimedia Information Infra-

Federal Acquisition Regulations Architectural and Transportation Barriers Com-
ppliance Board. (2001). Final FAR Rule for implementing Section 508 of the
Rehab Act electronic and information technology accessibility for persons

Technologies: Resources for the Postsecondary Education of Students
www.adaptech.org/pubs/olt01.

ppewww.ph.gla.ac.uk/~flavell/alt/alt-text.html.

The Growing Digital Divide in Access for People with Disabilities: Overcom-


Henderson, C. (1999). College Freshmen with Disabilities: A Biennial Statis-

education: A profile of preparation, participation, and outcomes. Washington,
DC: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Research and

A study of ADA compliance. Technical Reports. TR-2001-05, May
30. Retrieved March 4, 2002, from the School of Information and Library
ils.unc.edu/ils/research/reports/accessibility.pdf.


